INNOVATION METHODS AND TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION IS THE IDEA OF FORMATION AN AFFECTIVE SPECIALIST AND SCIENCE CONFIDENT PERSON

Nowadays we observe drastic changes in Ukrainian education. It related to transformation of educational direction to European standards. The priority assignments, which require the urgent solutions, are:

- foundation of competitive education area;
- increase a career opportunity and competitiveness of native students and educationalists;
- ensure a high quality of native higher education.

We support professor and the Minster of education and science of Ukraine in 2014 Serhiy Kvit’s opinion, he consider that «the brain draining» will rise in conditions of further ignorance of urgent changes in educational and scientific area.

According to the thought of many scientists and practitioners, «Our society can expect to successful results of reforming other branches of social life only if we implement educational reform».

The underground of educational modern methods and techniques development determines personal growth strategy and also principles of educational training, which was defined by John Amos Comenius even in XVII century:

- clearness;
- awareness;
- circumstantiality;
- continuity;
- systematic;
• affectivity. [6, p.28]

Project approach in educational system organization perform the important role in native higher educational system modernization. This approach have to create creative and assured person, who is always seeking the opportunities to develop. Those who don`t study by themselves, can`t develop the interest to education, foster the creation of «brain appetite» to others.

Global educational area requires applying an innovation technologies, such as informational, personal-orientated, research, developing and quiz-rating technologies in educational process at the higher educational establishment. Applying that innovation technologies should be adjusted to the educator and students in definite higher educational establishment.

According to introduction the innovation methods in higher education, students will get a space to generate their own ideas, discuss new issues and search a solution for them. That will foster to increase a quality of Ukrainian education, develop students` educational level.

The educator`s role in modern information-free space is changed. Educators are not a source of information, they are creators of affective co-operation between the students.

The educator have to make students trust each other, give them a possibility to express their own opinion, don`t have to criticize with no reasons. If the lessons are organized in that way, the interest to the education will be increased. The students will get an additional incentive to develop their professional knowledge. [ 5, p. 211]

The educator`s task consist in providing a constructive discussion, which based in a particular issue, not in a personality. Worth to be saying that all participants should behave according to the regulations. It is important to teach students to express their opinion clearly, have perfect speech, formulate coherent proposal and be ready to prove it. Ukrainian graduates have to be able to generate innovation ideas, solve different issues in their own modern way, and also no less importantly to be responsible for their own decisions. The aim of all that actions is a formation of
initiative leaders, active «word citizens» and persons, who are fully oriented to success.

Consequently, innovation methods and technologies in education should promote the devolution from the old informational to personal-oriented pedagogy.
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